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DTEK Renewables is preparing a
draft detailed territory plan for

Poltavska WPP

  

DTEK Renewables continues to gradually prepare the DTEK Poltavska wind power
plant project for implementation, the approximate project capacity of the wind farm is
650 MW and it will be located on the territory of Hlobyne town territorial community.
 
Currently, the development of a detailed territory plan (DTP) is being completed for the
siting, construction, operation and maintenance of the wind farm outside the
settlements within the territory of the Hlobyne community.



 
On January 30, DTEK Renewables experts discussed the progress of the DTP project
development together with representatives of the Urban Planning and Architecture
Department of the Department of Construction, Urban Planning and Architecture,
Housing and Energy of the Poltava Regional State Administration, the Hlobyne Town
Territorial Community, and the project organization.
 
In particular, the meeting reviewed preliminary decisions on the DTP for the
construction of DTEK Poltavska WPP and agreed on the design corridors of the wind
farm's technological engineering network with the approximate points of installation of
wind turbines.
 
In addition, the meeting agreed on the boundaries of the prospective development of
the Hlobyne town territorial community's settlements, taking into account the
provisions of the DPT.
 
In the near future, it is planned to hold public hearings of the urban planning
documentation, followed by its review by the architectural and urban planning council
under the Department of Construction, Urban Development and Architecture, Housing
and Energy of Poltava Regional State Administration. Subsequently, public discussions
will be held for this DTP.

  
  
  

ABOUT DTEK

DTEK Group is the largest private investor in the energy sector of Ukraine. The Group
employs 55,000 people.

DTEK Group's companies are engaged in coal and natural gas mining, electricity
production at wind, solar and thermal power plants, trade energy resources in the
Ukrainian and international markets, distribute and supply electricity to consumers,
provide energy-efficient services to customers, and develop a network of high-speed
charging stations. In accordance with the Strategy 2030, DTEK strives to transform into
a more energy-efficient, environmentally friendly and technological business, guided by
ESG principles. DTEK is a member of the World Economic Forum’s Partnering Against



Corruption Initiative (PACI). Our goal is to achieve carbon neutrality.

Since the beginning of the full-scale invasion, DTEK Group has restored power supply to
more than nine million consumers in the regions affected by the hostilities. DTEK Group
is 100% owned by SCM Limited. The ultimate beneficiary is Rinat Akhmetov.
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